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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The Tatun Volcanic Group (TVG) in northern Taiwan is the sole
volcanic region on the island, with its last eruptive episode around
5,500 years ago. It has been suggested that the TVG retains the
capacity for volcanic explosivity which has the potential to devastate the nearby Taipei metropolitan area of 7 million inhabitants.
Though the probability of future eruption is low by probabilistic
estimation, the vulnerability to volcanic hazards is high for Taipei
given that it is the centre of population, industry, and government
for the island. An assessment of any activity precursors is thus vital
but also particularly challenging. Here, we perform an eruptionpotential assessment based on the analysis of a sixteen-year Land
Surface Temperature (LST) time series of data derived from satellite-retrieved thermal imagery. A Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is
applied to decompose oscillatory components of various timescales within the LST time series. The annual-period components
are compared with those fromtwo active volcanoes in the
Philippines to assess the potential oferuption cycles in the TVG.
Results from the Philippine volcanoesshow that annual-period
components of LST tend to lose theirregularity following an eruption. By contrast, the regular annualperiodcomponent of LST of
the TVG Taiwan suggests a quiet andresting status with no sign of
an imminent eruption.
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1. Introduction
Volcanoes are dangerous, for numerous geologic and hydrologic hazards may result
from a volcanic eruption, often simultaneously. An assessment of any volcanic activity
precursors is thus vital but also particularly challenging. However, remote-sensing
technology has dramatically improved our capacity to explore, monitor and measure
volcanic activities for the past 50 years (Queißer, Burton, and Kazahaya 2018; Blackett
2017; Ramsey, Harris, and Crown 2016; Carn, Clarisse, and Prata 2016; Ramsey and Harris
2013; Steﬀke and Harris 2011). Applications of satellite remote-sensing observations
have transformed our ability to monitor volcanic eruptions, these techniques provide
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long-term monitoring data on the pending volcanoes for better understanding how
volcanoes work; and enable us to compare behaviours of various volcanoes in ways not
feasible from on-site or ground-based observations (Pyle, Mather, and Biggs 2013;
Wooster et al. 2013; Gupta 2017; Hellman and Ramsey 2004; Spinetti et al. 2008;
Kereszturi et al. 2018; Pieri and Abrams 2004).
Observations in the thermal-infrared region (3–35 µm) of electromagnetic (EM) wave are
used to detect volcanic activity which often relates directly to the heat transfer from the
Earth interior to the surface. Based on the physics of thermal infrared radiation, satellite
remote-sensing techniques have been extensively applied for detecting and monitoring
volcanic activity worldwide and present propitious results (Wright et al. 2002; Flynn, Harris,
and Wright 2001; Delle Donne et al. 2010; Ewert, Guﬀanti, and Murray 2005; Webley et al.
2008; Bull et al. 2012; Blackett 2013; Blackett 2015; Roberti et al. 2018). Among these
applications, thermal signatures can be detected in the volcanic activity. Thermal signatures
include volcanic eruption and volcanic unrest, such as a fresh lava ﬂow, an active lava lake,
or even more subtle, a degassing surface and a heated crater lake. Regularly obtained
remote-sensing data in the volcanic area are thus essential in understanding the volcano’s
current status as well as future potential activities. In addition, it is clearly advantageous to
make such observations remotely and at a safe distance (Blackett 2017).
The Tatun Volcanic Group (TVG) is proven to be an active volcano based on the seismic
wave analysis. A body of geochemical and seismological studies has shown that a magma
source exists beneath the TVG and that future eruptions are possible (Yang, Sano, and Song
1999; Kim et al. 2005; Konstantinou, Lin, and Liang 2007; Konstantinou et al. 2009; Tsai et al.
2010; Belousov et al. 2010; Lin 2016; Nurmawati and Konstantinou 2018). The magma source
has been estimated to be about a quarter size of Taipei City, with estimated dimensions of
15 km in length and 6 km in width; a thickness (height) of 3.9–10.4 km and an overall volume
of 350–936 km3 upon magma reservoir’s level of partial melting (Lin 2016).
The TVG is on Taipei’s doorstep, just 15 km north and overlooking the metropolitan
region of approximately 7 million. Such proximity is comparable to what is arguably the
world’s most dangerous volcano: Vesuvius, which is merely 12 km from downtown Naples.
The TVG has no documented evidence of eruptions but was formed by multiple Quaternary
volcanic eruptions into the late Tertiary sedimentary basement. Today, the TVG consists of
23 well-preserved volcanic ediﬁces composed mainly of lava rocks, and pyroclastic deposits.
Mt. Qixing, Mt. Dajianhou, and Mt. Huangzuei among them are young volcanoes (0.3–0.2
Ma) (Song et al. 2007; Song, Tsao, and Lo 2000). TVG consists of E-W and SW-NE volcanic
ridges between the Jinshan and Kanchiao faults (Figure 1). The length of each ridge is
approx. 15 km they reach an elevation of 800–1,000 m asl. The SW-NE ridge is steeper and
older than the E-W ridge. Numerous volcanic features such as craters, cones, lava ﬂows, and
pressure ridges are well preserved in E-W ridge (Yang et al. 2004).
Seismological and structural geological studies show prominent extensional tectonism
in the TVG (Song, Tsao, and Lo 2000; Jyr-Ching et al. 1996; Chu, Lee, and Teng 1998a).
A group of minor faults in the TVG has been delineated based on the comprehensive map
of lineaments extracted from a digital terrain model, aerial photographs, and ﬁeld validations. The minor faults zone (around 3.5 km in width by 16 km in length) is distributed in
a NE-SW trend and is largely parallel to the Jinshan fault. Tectonic fractures and hydrothermal activities are prevalent throughout the zone (Chu, Lee, and Teng 1998a).
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Figure 1. Geography, aspect and contour line map of TVG, northern Taiwan. Main volcanic ridges,
volcanoes, and hot springs have been indicated.

Magma source usually contains near-vertical faults through impermeable intrusions,
meaning that heat is transferred from the geothermal system to the surface and that
associated thermal anomalies can be detected via surface manifestations, thermal infrared
mapping, geochemical analyses or exploration drillings (Cheng 1979; Zhao, Hobbs, and Ord
2008). The TVG is no exception to these features with the Jinshan fault in particular, being
the primary fault of the TVG related to volcanic and hydrothermal activities and the most
widely investigated (Chang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2010; Wang 2008; Teng et al. 2001; Chu,
Lee, and Teng 1998b). Based on previous investigations, the Jinshan fault zone in the TVG is
the most likely heat channel of the magma source and eﬀectively serves as the observing
window (i.e. polygonal region of Jinshan fault in Figure 3). Variations in Land Surface
Temperature (LST) throughout this fault zone are indicative of volcanic activity at depth.
In short, the TVG is active and has an eruptive potential based on previous studies. In
addition to the 7 million people who live in the vicinity, there are two nuclear power
plants within 15 km of the volcano group, thus necessitating an urgent need for indepth investigation. Past studies on the TVG aforementioned have generally focused on
geochemical and seismological observations. Volcanic eruption forecasting is an interdisciplinary monitoring and research eﬀort to predict the time and severity of
a volcano’s eruption. Taiwan Volcano Observatory at Tatun (TVO) has been established
for this aim since 2011. It involves volcano seismology, gas emissions, ground deformation, and on-site thermal monitoring, but no remote-sensing thermal monitoring system
has been applied. Our study, however, utilizes satellite Thermal Infrared (TIR) remote
sensing to the monitoring of this active volcanic region, focusing on its future eruptive
potential. This volcano at Taipei vicinity apparently has woken up the people of northern
Taiwan to the risks posed by. For instance, a shallow (6.4 km depth), magnitude-4
earthquake in February 2014 within TVG limits has set alarm bells ringing for it was
the biggest volcanic event in 26 years.
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2. Materials and methods
Both 30-m (spatial resolution) Landsat imagery and 1-km Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) LST products are used in this study. Landsat and MODIS imagery
are complementary to each other in terms of imagery spatial and temporal resolutions.
Landsat imagery has the higher spatial resolution (30-m) but lower temporal resolution (16day revisit), in contrast, MODIS LST products have the higher temporal resolution (sub-daily)
but lower spatial resolution (1-km). MODIS LST products are ready for further analyses, while
Landsat data are required for post-processing to obtain the LST. The main study area is TVG
volcano, Taiwan. However, for a comparative study with active volcanoes of the same tectonic
region. Mayon volcano and Canlaon volcano of Philippines are also included in the analysis.
Thus, satellite thermal infrared imagery at TVG volcano, Taiwan and Mayon volcano; Canlaon
volcano, Philippines for the period July 2002–June 2018 are selected based on the image
quality of cloud coverage in USGS imagery archives. The ﬂow chart on speciﬁc procedures of
this study are illustrated in Figure 2.

2.1. LST retrieved from Landsat 7 imagery
The physics of LST retrieval from infrared imagery is the Planck Function, and this has been
applied to the Landsat ETM+ data to estimate the Brightness Temperature (BT) of the
surface. This was then converted to a value of LST by incorporating associated values of
surface emissivity, as derived from the Landsat 7+ Normalized Diﬀerence Vegetation Index
(NDVI) data. The detailed data processing procedures and result validation have been
documented in the previous work (Chan, Chang, and Dao 2018; Chan and Chang 2018).
There are no overtly active craters in the TVG for LST monitoring and the main thermal
emissions, therefore, are from fumaroles and hot springs scattered throughout the group
(see Figure 1). Unfortunately, these sites are not concentrated and the magnitudes of
emission are subtle, thereby meaning that sensors with a high temporal resolution but low
spatial resolution (e.g. MODIS) are unsuitable for monitoring thermal activity at the TVG.
The higher spatial resolution of the Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+)
thermal infrared imagery (60-m, resampled to 30-m pixels) however, is ideal and is used to
delineate the thermal anomaly pattern on the ground. Figure 3 illustrates the LST distribution of TVG from Landsat 7 ETM+ band 6 data on 3 December 2001 (Scene ID:
LE07_L1TP_117043_20011203_20170202_01_T1) and 12 December 2016 (Scene ID:
LE07_L1TP_117043_20161212_20170201_01_T1), respectively. Speciﬁed polygonal region
of interest (ROI) of Jinshan fault chosen as the representative zone for the further monitoring analysis is displayed. Despite a sixteen-year gap between these images, little has
changed in terms of the LST distributions. Both scenes, for example, indicate an LST
range of 15–34°C. Thermally anomalous regions at the TVG’s E-W and SW-NE volcanic
ridges (enclosed in the outlined square in Figure 3) are generally 3–6°C higher than the
surroundings. Thermal anomaly patterns are in line with the occurrence of hot springs
which are indicated by the solid dots. The LST at the E-W ridge is higher than the SW-NE
ridge. Furthermore, spatial distributions of higher LSTs overlap with the Jinshan fault TVG
as highlighted in the polygonal Region of Interest (ROI) in Figure 3. Since fault zones are the
common pathways for the emanation of subsurface heat in volcanic areas, the Jinshan fault
zone ROI is considered as the representative zone for monitoring the TVG analysis.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the procedures conducted in this study.

2.2. MODIS 8-day average LST products
Landsat 7 imagery has the beneﬁt of a higher spatial resolution (60-m) but is less appropriate
for LST monitoring due to its 16-day revisit period. MODIS, in contrast, supplies sub-daily
imagery at a 1-km spatial resolution and while such a resolution is imperfect, it is acceptable
for our purposes of monitoring. MODIS 8-day LST night-time data (Product ID: MYD11A2) from
2002–2018 at TVG was analysed, focusing on the Jinshan fault zone which has been chosen
for a representative monitoring area of TVG. The MYD11A2 product provides 8-day average
per-pixel LST. Each pixel value is the simple average of all the corresponding daily LST pixels
within that 8-day period. An eight-day compositing period was selected because twice that
period (16-day) is the exact ground track repeat period of the Aqua platform. The daily LST
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Figure 3. Pattern of LST distribution in TVG from Landsat 7 ETM+ imagery on (a) 3 December 2001
and (b) 12 December 2016, respectively. The outlined square is the focused area which is less
contaminated by the anthropogenic activity from urban area. Thermal anomalous areas (polygonal
region of interest of Jinshan fault) are illustrated by red colour polygon in the imagery. The thermal
anomaly at ROI of Jinshan fault is persistent in 2001 and 2016. Note that the imagery on
12 December 2016 is contaminated by some cloud.

product is derived from the night LST algorithm (Wan and Zhao-Liang 1997; Wan 2014) based
on pairs of night-time observations in seven MODIS TIR bands (bands 20, 22, 23, 29, and
31–33; wavelength 3.6–12.3 µm). According to the general accuracy statement from MODIS
land team of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Aqua MODIS
(Product ID: MYD11) Collection 5 (C5) products have accuracy better than 1K (0.5 K in most
cases), as expected pre-launch of the sensor. The MODIS LST imagery on each volcanic zone
(TVG, Mayon and Canlaon) to visually assess the reliability of a 1 km by 1 km pixel resolution is
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illustrated in Figure 4. The 8-day LST product was selected to reduce the occurrence of cloudcover within the LST imagery which would reduce the reliability of the dataset extracted. The
availability of an 8-day product is a signiﬁcant advantage over the data from Landsat 7 which,
being available only every 16 days, is regularly contaminated by cloud. Figure 5 (the blue line)
illustrates the night-time MODIS 8-day average LST of Jinshan fault zone in TVG (i.e. based on
the polygonal ROI in Figure 3) for 2002–2018.
Given that the MODIS LST dataset of 2002–2018 contains a vast wealth of information,
specialized techniques are required to identify and process any signals within it. Given the
nonlinear and nonstationary nature of the LST time series, the Hilbert-Huang Transform
(HHT) was chosen for this process to decompose the LST dataset into its temporal and
frequency domains. The goal of HHT in this study is to break down MODIS LST time series
into various monochrome components in time-domain. HHT is the time-frequency transform method for a nonlinear and nonstationary dataset (Huang et al. 1998; Nunes and Eric
2009; Huang et al. 2009). Compared with Fourier or Wavelet transforms, HHT is an empirical
algorithm that provides more desirable time-domain and frequency-domain resolution of
the transformed data set. HHT’s key advantage is Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EEMD) with which a complicated dataset can be transformed into a smaller number of
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Each IMF is often related to a particular physical process. The
resulting decompositions (i.e. IMFs) make a nearly complete and orthogonal basis for the
original dataset. This decomposition method is a data-driven, adaptive approach and with
high eﬃciency (Huang and Zhaohua 2008; Wang et al. 2014)
The HHT’s key empirical algorithm, the EEMD, was applied to obtain an accurate
expression of MODIS LST in the time-frequency-energy (amplitude) domain. The MODIS
LST 8-day average data and the corresponding EEMD are shown in Figure 5.
The timescale of each EEMD component is important for it implies not only the
period of a particular physical process but also information for the potential assessment
of volcanic unrest or eruption in TVG. Depended on the extent of LST data available, we
are only allowed to conﬁne the onset prediction to the immediate future (i.e. to the
decadal timescale). To identify the spectrum peak for determining the dominant frequency of each component of MODIS LST, a Fourier transform has been applied to
derive the dominant period for each EEMD component in Figure 5. The calculated
dominant period of LST and EEMD components C1–C8 are as follows: LST is 363.3
days (around one year); C1 is 23.3 days (around a month); C2 is 75.5 days (around two
month); C3 is 123.7 days (one-third year); C4 is 363.3 days (around one year); C5 is 968.9
days (around two and a half year); C6 is 1,937.7 days (around half a decade); C7 is 5,813
days (around a decade and a half); C8 is 5,813 days (around a decade and a half).
All the EEMD components of the MODIS LST dataset form nearly the complete LST time
series. These eight components (C1–C8) have been extracted by HHT from around 700 data
points of MODIS LST dataset in the Jinshan fault thermal anomalous areas. They are the
representative set that captures the most information from the original LST. And each EEMD
component is connecting with the certain physical process either surﬁcial or underneath.
For instance, component C4 has 370-day (annual) period which is the same with the
dominant period of original LST. And the annual-cycle of original LST is caused by the
sunlight, season and vegetation. C1 and C2 of alike amplitudes have a period about three
weeks and two months, respectively. Both are superimposed with irregular spikes on
random oscillations. C3 has a period of one-third year and a lower amplitude which may
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Figure 4. The exemplary MODIS LST imagery (Product ID: MYD11A2) with 1 km by 1 km pixel
resolution on each volcanic zone. Thermal anomalous areas of TVG (multiple pixels for Jinshan fault
area) and volcano craters of Mayon and Canlaon (one pixel for each crater area) are illustrated by red
colour polygonal region in each imagery. To allow for a better comparison of crater LSTs, imagery
date chosen for Mayon volcano is during its eruption in 2018, while for Canlaon volcano is not. (a)
TVG of Taiwan. (b) Mayon and (c) Canlaon of Philippines.

be related to the atmospheric circulation. C5–C8 have amplitudes 1 order lower than others.
C5 and C6 are of inter-annual timescales. C5 is of quasi-biannual, and C6 has the period
about half a decade. C7 and C8 have periods in decadal timescales. C7 has a period of one
and half decade, and C8’s period is a few decades and longer. The upward-going LST trend
of the bottom plot appears very gentle variation from 2002–2018 (Chan and Chang 2018).
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Figure 5. HHT decomposition of the MODIS LST dataset from July 2002–June 2018 for TVG’s Jinshan
fault zone (Chan and Chang 2018). The original MODIS LST is represented by the upper blue line
while C1–C8, HHT decomposed components are plotted beneath. The vertical dashed red line
indicates the recorded earthquake events >M4 on 12 February 2014 (ML = 4.21, 6.4 km deep)
and 17 January 2018 (ML = 5.7, 140 km deep).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Insights into LST annual-period component
LST is the radiative temperature of the ground. It can be contributed to by heat sources
both from above and beneath the land surface. In this study, geothermal or volcanic
sources are assumed to be the chief heat suppliers below, while insolation and air
temperature are the contributors above. Seasonal LST components correlate with the
LST component C4, while the irregular patterns are geothermal and/or volcanic in
source. The data shows that the geothermal contribution is rather consistent on a multidecadal to millennial-scale but any volcanic contribution (i.e. eruption or volcanic unrest)
would not be consistent and would disturb the regular patterns. Based on the above
reasoning, we anticipate that investigation on the annual-period component C4 (period
of 370 days; around one year) is feasible to the potential onset assessment of TVG.
For detailed investigation on the C4 component, HHT decomposition of LST has been
compared with the near-surface on-site air temperature. The on-site monthly air temperature has been detrended to serve as a reference for the surface meteorology annual
cycle. The annual-period component of TVG’s LST and the regular annual-cycle air
temperature is shown in Figure 6. Statistics parameters Kurtosis and Skewness as
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Figure 6. Annual-period component of LST vs. the regular annual-cycle air temperature in TVG. (a)
and (c) show the decomposed LST component 4 (C4; annual-period component) and its corresponding histogram. (b) and (d) are the detrended monthly air temperature and the corresponding
histogram. The air temperature has been served as the reference for comparison.

numerical measures of the shape have been calculated for quantifying the similarity
level between the time series. The high resemblance of these two indicates that the LST
reliably recorded the climate annual cycles as its annual component. The higher the level
of similarity often implies the lower the disturbance from other factors such as volcanic
heating. In contrast, the distortion of TVG’s LST annual-period component would indicate the heat inﬂuence caused by the volcanic eruptive or related earthquake events.
Figure 7 illustrates the comparison in a more comprehensive manner.

3.2. Comparing LSTs with volcanoes of Philippines
True physical processes underneath the EEMD components (C1–C8) are quests to reveal for
assessing the eruption potential of TVG. They are generally hard to obtain owning to the
unknown natural complexity of volcanic systems. However, the alternative way to understand
the eruption potential of TVG is comparing with the current active volcanoes around the
world. For better understanding TVG’s eruption potential, we compare its data with that of
a persistently active volcanic region. Given the geological and climatic similarity of Taiwan and
the Philippines, active volcanoes of the Philippines were chosen: Mayon volcano
(Stratovolcano with an elevation of 2,462 m) and Canlaon volcano (Stratovolcano with an
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Figure 7. Decomposition of the MODIS LST at TVG. (a) EEMD decomposed MODIS LST of TVG from
2000–2019. The original MODIS LST is on the top plot, followed by the decomposed components
C1–C8, and the trend is on the bottom plot. Recorded earthquakes are indicated by dashed vertical
red lines. (b) Comparison between the decomposed annual-cycle LST component 4 (C4) and the
detrended monthly air temperature at TVG.

elevation of 2,435 m). Both Taiwan and Philippines are formed by the collision of Philippine
Sea plate and Eurasia plate. The volcanoes are the tectonic products of the convergence of
plate boundaries. i.e. the shallow west-dipping subduction of the Philippine Sea plate at the
Philippine Trench produces a line of volcanoes associated with a back-arc basin in the east
front of Eurasia plate (Divis 1980). Figure 8 illustrates the tectonic setting in the Philippine Sea
plate and locations of TVG, Taiwan and Mayon volcano; Canlaon volcano, Philippines. NightTime 8-day average MODIS LSTs for the two active volcanoes were extracted and transformed
by HHT; results are shown in Figure 9.
The most striking diﬀerence between the TVG and volcanoes of the Philippines is the
deviation of the temperature data of the active volcanoes from the regular annual-cycle
air temperature as shown in Figure 9(b,d). This conﬁrms that the deviation of the annualperiod component from regular annual-cycle air temperature records is a possible
indicator for the restlessness of active volcanoes. Thus, we anticipate that the regular
annual-period component from TVG’s LST indicates it is currently quiet and resting.
A second observation is that short period components such as C1, C2 and C3 are
more responsive to the volcano eruptions than the longer period components. C4 and
C5 (inter-annual and quasi-biannual timescales) are only responsive to the eruptions of
higher intensity as shown in Mayon volcano. This can be explained by the fact that
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Figure 8. Seismic hazard and relative plate motion map in the Philippine Sea plate and vicinity
(modiﬁed from Smoczyk et al. 2013). The Philippine Sea plate subducted to the west under the
Eurasia plate at the Philippine Trench. Locations of TVG, Taiwan and Mayon volcano; Canlaon
volcano, Philippines are indicated by red triangles.

longer period components such as C5–C8 have an amplitude 1 order lower than others
(see Figure 5). These longer period oscillations generally reﬂect the ﬂuctuation of longer
term or bigger scale from the environment. In contrast, short-period components catch
the variations of short term or local scale from the background.
Thirdly, the LST of craters increases with the eruptions in Mayon and Canloan volcanoes.
However, the high LST dependency of the eruptions is not persistent for all erupting events.
One possible explanation is that high LST depends on the intensity and scale of each eruption,
with the LST response being more overt. Another contributing factor, however, is that during
the period of study, LST observations were missing prior to or following some eruption events.
As a result of persistent cloud cover. In addition, the scale-mismatch eﬀect should be
accountable for the discrepancy between eruptions and high LST. For the dimension of
volcanic craters (the crater size is measured by the mean diameter of the crater rim area)
are generally less than 200 m, however, the pixel size of the MODIS LST products is 1 km.
Finally, the remote-sensing methods remain a number of limitations. Most importantly,
sensors used for the infrared monitoring of volcanic activity is intrinsically restricted by the
trade-oﬀ of temporal-spatial-spectral resolution. The trade-oﬀ between spatial, spectral
and temporal resolution for imagery is a function of bandwidths on data transfer. Given
a ﬁxed bandwidth, a sensor with a high spectral resolution requires to lower either spatial
or temporal resolution, and vice versa. These trade-oﬀs are signiﬁcant to the remote
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Figure 9. Decomposition of the MODIS LST at Mayon and Canlaon craters of Philippines. (a) HHT
decomposed MODIS LST of Mayon crater from 2002–2018. The original MODIS LST is on the top plot,
followed by the decomposed components C1–C7, and the trend is on the bottom plot. Recorded volcanic
unrest and eruptions are indicated by dashed vertical red lines. (b) Comparison between the decomposed
annual-cycle LST component 3 (C3) and the detrended monthly air temperature at Mayon crater. (c) Same as
panel (a) except for Canlaon crater. (d) Same as panel (b) except for LST component 4 (C4) at Canlaon crater.
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monitoring of volcanic activity which ﬂuctuates greatly in space, time and intensity. For
example, in the case of prolonged eruption, the low spatial resolution (1-km) MODIS
sensor is preferred for accurate observations, because its high temporal resolution (subdaily) provides the timely monitoring of eﬀusive activity. However, for the case of explosive eruption, the sub-daily temporal resolution imagery of MODIS sensor can be inadequate to record such events. Thus, despite its advantages of higher eﬃciency and larger
regional scales, infrared remote sensing cannot be relied upon alone for volcanic
monitoring.

4. Conclusions
This work aims to assess the eruptive potential of TVG by the satellite-derived LST
monitoring-based approach. LST retrieved from the NASA Landsat 7 ETM+ thermal
infrared imagery has been used to identify the Jinshan fault ROI as the target zone for
further LST monitoring, and HHT has been used for analysing night-time 8-day average
MODIS LST in Jinshan fault zone of TVG. Possible physical processes contributing to the
HHT components (C1–C8) have been investigated. Speciﬁcally, the 370-day period
component (about one year) is in line with the dominant period of original LST, which
indicates seasonal variations in LST.
Comparison of LST annual oscillations with those of two active volcanoes in the Philippines
shows that the annual-period component loses its regularity when an eruption occurs, meaning that the deviation of the annual-period component from annual-cycle air temperature is
a possible indicator for volcanic activity. Consequently, the TVG’s undistorted LST annualperiod component implies its resting status and with no eruption potential for decades in the
future.
The application of such a technique for the evaluation of volcanic activity is cost-andtime-eﬀective. Compared with conventional in situ monitoring methods of point measurements established in TVO, remote-sensing methods that are advantaged by supplying reliable results which are spatially representative at larger regional scales. It is
feasible that such a system could be integrated with existing volcanic monitoring
systems to better understanding the potential activities in the TVG as well as volcanoes
in other parts of the world.
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